Alphabetical Order

Rewrite each word list in alphabetical order.

1. bridge, arrange, catch, capture
   ___________________,  _________________,  _________________,  _________________

2. dessert, culture, courage, checkers
   ___________________,  _________________,  _________________,  _________________

3. jacket, furniture, judge, imaginary
   ___________________,  _________________,  _________________,  _________________

4. nature, porch, large, orange
   ___________________,  _________________,  _________________,  _________________

5. whose, supper, postage, stretch
   ___________________,  _________________,  _________________,  _________________
ANSWER KEY

Alphabetical Order

Rewrite each word list in alphabetical order.

1. bridge, arrange, catch, capture
   
   **arrange, bridge, capture, catch**

2. dessert, culture, courage, checkers
   
   **checkers, courage, culture, dessert**

3. jacket, furniture, judge, imaginary
   
   **furniture, imaginary, jacket, judge**

4. nature, porch, large, orange
   
   **large, nature, orange, porch**

5. whose, supper, postage, stretch
   
   **postage, stretch, supper, whose**
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